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Outrup Windows & Doors is an owner managed Danish 

company. For more than 40 years we have manufactured 

quality windows and doors and we intend to continue 

doing that. Throughout the time we have developed to a 

large modern factory, that never compromises with  

quality and building traditions.

Apart from manufacturing windows and doors to a high standard and a beautiful 

design we pride ourselves of manufacturing in Denmark. It makes sense to be a part 

of developing Danish work places.

Let yourself inspire by the opportunities from Outrup.

Mogens Ringgaard

Managing Director

Windows 
and doors 
manufactured 
in Denmark

The genuine 
article

The most beautiful window is almost always the window that the house was “born” 

with. Made from the original materials and with the right details. Outrup does not 

compromise with quality or details. Our most important job is to add extra value to 

your home and make it more attractive to you and potentially future buyers.

At the same time, we constantly strive to develop new and up-to-date windows and 

doors matching modern architecture while complying to future energy demands.  

At Outrup we call that “the genuine article” – it is about quality, function, style and 

tradition benefitting you and your home.
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For all types  
of houses

Whether we are talking about a Georgian, Victorian, seventies or new build house,  

we have the right windows and doors for you. There are two basic series MODERN 

and CLASSIC and for each of them various choices of materials. The possibilities are  

endless and can be combined to fit exactly to your need.

Modern house 
Modern houses can, depending on the 

style, be fitted with either Modern or 

Classic windows or doors.

Georgian house 
The classic series is a safe choice for 

renovation and new build of the villa.

Victorian house
The Classic series ensures the timeless 

style.

Architect drawn villa
For modern architecture the Modern 

series is the obvious choice, sleek and 

stylish.

Sixties and seventies house
If you want to be true to the sixties and 

seventies house, the Modern series is a 

good match.

Summer house
Outrups high quality products are also 

suitable for summer houses.



Endurance

Warranty

Finger jointed wood and a minimum of 90% heart wood externally offer efficient protec-

tion against rot and fungi in Outrups windows and doors.

Finger jointed wood means that almost all knots, sap pockets and other weakened parts 

are cut away, so only the good heart wood is left. After that the wood is joint together 

with finger joints, so the finished product is uniform and stable. A window is only as good 

as the wood, it is made from.

Surface treatment

To protect from deterioration by the weather, windows and doors have to be surface 

treated in the best possible way. This of course is especially important for wooden 

windows and doors.

Outrup windows and doors are treated according to an environmentally friendly 

surface treatment system called 2ECO. This provides a long durability, at least 6 to 

8 years before the units need their first coat of paint. Cleaning the outside with a 

sponge and a bit of soap periodically is all the maintenance needed to extend the life 

time.

With Outrup you get the genuine article. Therefore, it is only natural that you get a 

5-year warranty on Outrup windows and doors. This is a security for you, who want 

to invest in good quality when renovating or building.
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Good for 
people and the 
environment

Windows and doors from Outrup are optimal, when it comes to indoor climate and 

environment. 

The manufacturing process is based on environmentally friendly solutions as for 

instance the 2ECO surface treatment of the wood.

We primarily work in wood – nature’s own material. This ensures a better environment 

inside and out. Wood is a warm material, which is very suitable for our homes.

Wood does not cause irritation to our airways or release gasses that can cause 

headaches.

Future proof energy solutions

Windows and doors from Outrup are constructed so they live up to current and future 

energy demands. This means that they can contribute to lowering your energy costs.

The energy glass is a big contributor to this, as it ensures, that heat is not lost. At the 

same time sun light passes through helping to heat up your home. As a standard, 

Outrup delivers double layer energy glass with warm spacer. Alternatively, you can 

choose triple layer units, also with warm spacer. The warm spacer insulates the glass 

optimally to reduce heat loss.

6
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With windows and doors from Outrup you can make it hard to be a burglar – you 
might even stop the burglar choosing your home to break into.

As standard, windows and doors from Outrup are fitted with strong security fit-
tings. This means that you can achieve more safety from break-ins.

You can choose to add extra security features according to your desire or need    
– for instance:

• Glass that is harder to break
• Safety glued glass that is harder to remove
•  PN security fittings for windows and patio doors so they can only be opened a 

few centimetres. This means that they cannot be opened from the outside and 
takes an adult to open fully from the inside.

Security  
– rest easy

 Security hook bolt in entrance doors

 Espagnolette with toughened hook bolts

 Hinge bolts in doors 

  Espagnolette with adjustable security 
striker plates 

 Burglary preventing PN security fittings 

 Strengthened security striker plates for  
 entrance doors

OptionOption

Security packages for entrance doors:

Security package 1:

• Security espagnolette with 2 lock  
 cases and large hook bolts
• Glued glass and panels
• Hinge bolts
• Extra-large security striker plates
• Adjustable striker plates
• Excludes handle and locking cylinder

Security package 2:

•  Security espagnolette with home 
away function (Including handle and 
locking cylinder) and large hook bolts

• Glued glass and panels
• Hinge bolts
• Extra-large security striker plates
• Adjustable striker plates
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Efficient  
ventilation

Elegant handles

– ensures a good indoor climate
The airtight homes of today need ventila-

tion to maintain a good indoor climate. 

Windows from Outrup can be fitted with 

a fresh air vent, which efficiently provides 

ventilation and reduces the risk of con-

densation. One click provides ventilation 

without having to open the window.

• Built into the frame

• Not visible from the outside

• Easy to use

• Elegant and discreet

In stylish design
In 2010 we teamed up with one of 

Denmark’s leading artists and designers.  

The artist developed a new series of 

handles for Outrup.

The handles have a stylish design, which 

matches both the MODERN and the 

CLASSIC range.
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Hidden nails

Grey warm  
edge

Glass beading 
without  
protrusion

Sealed and protect against rot 
and fungi
The larch wood glazing beads are fixed 

with hidden nails, which ensure that no 

water can enter the wood through open 

nail holes.

Stylish finish that minimizes 
thermal bridges
All units are made with warm edge 

glass. The grey spacer provides a visually 

pleasing finish while at the same time 

thermal bridge is minimized for optimal 

energy values.

Elegant with more light coming 
through
The 45 degree beading on Wood 

ensures that more light comes in and 

makes the sash profile seem thinner 

while giving the appearance of old puttied 

windows. The aluminium bottom bead 

does not protrude from the sash.



Four strong 
products

Material  
varieties for  
any taste

Outrup’s range consists of four strong product types made from quality materials. This 
ensures strong and robust windows and doors able to resist the UK climate and that will 
last for many years.
All the material varieties are used for renovation and new builds and can be delivered in 
the CLASSIC and the MODERN series.

Nature’s most environmentally 
friendly raw material
Sustainable quality windows and doors in 

Nordic pine wood inside out.

Minimum maintenance
Classic solid wood construction with an 

aluminium cap on the outside.

Design and energy optimization 
combined
When the best qualities from wood and 

aluminium come together.

Wood
double & triple 

layer glass 

AluCapFront™
double layer glass 

AluCapFront™
triple layer glass 

10



Pine wood of the  

highest quality

Nature’s most 
environmentally 
friendly raw  
material

Coloured non-protruding  

bottom glazing bead  

Double or triple layer glass  

with grey warm edge

20, 25 and 40 mm  

Georgian bars with 

duplex spacer

Integrated security fittings

When you choose a wood window or door from Outrup, you are making a natural 

choice. Pine wood as building material is strong and beautiful. We only use pine wood 

of the highest quality with a minimum of 90 % heart wood in external parts and a 

high content of sap which is the natural protection against rot and fungi.

45-degree glazing beads 

made from larch wood

•  Performs to current and 

expected energy demands
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Hidden nails

Wood
double & triple
layer glass
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AluCapFront™
double layer glass
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AluCapFront with double layer glass is manufactured with a classic solid wood 

construction covered with an aluminium cap on the outside. The aluminium cap is very 

resistant to weathering while requiring minimum maintenance. AluCapFront is a beautiful 

and functional design, matching renovation, additions and new builds.

Minimum 
maintenance

Double layer glass  

with grey warm edge

 Integrated security 

fittings

•  Performs to current and 

expected energy demands

20, 25 and 40 mm Georgian bars 

with duplex spacer
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AluCapFront with triple layer glass provides extra advantages. The window is a 

beautiful and functional design combined with unique insulating values. This ensures 

maximum energy optimization. AluCapFront with triple layer glass is manufactured with 

a classical solid wood construction covered with an aluminium cap on the outside. The 

aluminium cap is very resistant to weathering while requiring minimum maintenance.
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AluCapFront™
triple layer glass

Design  
and energy  
optimization  
combined

Triple layer glass  

with a grey warm edge.

 Integrated security 

fittings

•  Performs to current and 

expected energy demands.

20, 25 and 40 mm Georgian 

bars with duplex spacer

Fully glued glass
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 Clean lines were chosen in this sixties house

Outrup
MODERN   
- long live
simplicity

New build, sixties or seventies 
houses 

When the clean lines underline the  

architectonical harmony, it is in our  

MODERN series you find the solution.  

The style is minimalistic and modern – 

without incongruous elements. 

The style includes Wood and  
AluCapFront.

  Arched and   Conservatory
Sash windows Fixed frames round windows Module windows elements

MODERN range

Entrance doors Stable doors  Flush doors Patio doors  Sliding doors

H15 1-4H15 S1 S2 S3 S7S5



MODERN serves windows and doors for both older and newer houses right 

up to new builds. The simple style creates a light and timeless impression. 

The Modern series narrow sashes ensure that a lot of light comes into the 

house and opens up for a beautiful view.

15

 The new house with bay receives a lot of light.
 Elegant white full height windows for the 

modern house.

 The windows and doors are true to 
the style of the house.

    Sixties house with Modern 
windows from Outrup.

Outrup Modern – combined functionality and aesthetics

  Arched and   Conservatory
Sash windows Fixed frames round windows Module windows elements
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Sash windows

Outrup
MODERN   

Sash windows

 Large window and door units in a modern villa

 Lots of glass and black frames play with this new build house.

Top guided  (TS3)
The window is hinged at the top opening 

outwards. Hidden gliding hinges that can 

hold the window open.

Top-turn (TT2)
Reversible hinges which enables the 

window to open 170 degrees.

FK5-1-5K FK5-1BFK5-1-5K FKB-4FK05-4

TS3-1-2 TS3-1-4 TT2-1 TT2-2 TS3-2

FK5-1 FK5-2 FKS-2/2

F K 5 -2 -4

FK5-2/3 FK5-3L

F K 5 -4 L

FK5-3 FK5-3/2

F K 5 -4 -2

FK5-4FK5-3/3FK5-SRFK5-2L FK5-2SR FK5-3L-S1

TS3-1

FK5-1-5K FK5-1BFK5-1-5K FKB-4FK05-4

TS3-1-2 TS3-1-4 TT2-1 TT2-2 TS3-2

FK5-1 FK5-2 FKS-2/2

F K 5 -2 -4

FK5-2/3 FK5-3L

F K 5 -4 L

FK5-3 FK5-3/2

F K 5 -4 -2

FK5-4FK5-3/3FK5-SRFK5-2L FK5-2SR FK5-3L-S1

TS3-1

FK5-1-5K FK5-1BFK5-1-5K FKB-4FK05-4

TS3-1-2 TS3-1-4 TT2-1 TT2-2 TS3-2

FK5-1 FK5-2 FKS-2/2

F K 5 -2 -4

FK5-2/3 FK5-3L

F K 5 -4 L

FK5-3 FK5-3/2

F K 5 -4 -2

FK5-4FK5-3/3FK5-SRFK5-2L FK5-2SR FK5-3L-S1

TS3-1

FK5-1-5K FK5-1BFK5-1-5K FKB-4FK05-4

TS3-1-2 TS3-1-4 TT2-1 TT2-2 TS3-2

FK5-1 FK5-2 FKS-2/2

F K 5 -2 -4

FK5-2/3 FK5-3L

F K 5 -4 L

FK5-3 FK5-3/2

F K 5 -4 -2

FK5-4FK5-3/3FK5-SRFK5-2L FK5-2SR FK5-3L-S1

TS3-1

Fixed frames



Module windows

 An entire gable end of windows creates optimal 
lighting in the summer house

 Recent traditional house with Modern module 
windows

   White windows are the safe choice and makes 
the seventies house look modern

17

M5-2/2S M5-1-3K

M5-2L M5-3 M5-3/1M5-2/2-1 M5-3/2

M5-3L

M5-2/3M5-2/2M5-2/1 M5-2/3-1

M5-3/3 M5-3L-S1 M5-3L-S2 M5-4

M5-2

M5-2/2S M5-1-3K

M5-2L M5-3 M5-3/1M5-2/2-1 M5-3/2

M5-3L

M5-2/3M5-2/2M5-2/1 M5-2/3-1

M5-3/3 M5-3L-S1 M5-3L-S2 M5-4

M5-2

M5-2/2S M5-1-3K

M5-2L M5-3 M5-3/1M5-2/2-1 M5-3/2

M5-3L

M5-2/3M5-2/2M5-2/1 M5-2/3-1

M5-3/3 M5-3L-S1 M5-3L-S2 M5-4

M5-2

M5-2/2S M5-1-3K

M5-2L M5-3 M5-3/1M5-2/2-1 M5-3/2

M5-3L

M5-2/3M5-2/2M5-2/1 M5-2/3-1

M5-3/3 M5-3L-S1 M5-3L-S2 M5-4

M5-2

Module windows
Module window are window units where 

one or more modules can be opened –  

an esthetic and functional solution.
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Older Georgian house, country house or 

exclusive mansion. When romance and 

tradition are important, our CLASSIC 

series does the job. The style is charming 

and authentic and offers an abundance 

of nostalgia. It is old building style the 

way we love and know it. The trademark 

for the Outrup CLASSIC series is the 

Georgian bars.

The program includes Wood and  
AluCapFront.

Outrup
CLASSIC
- view to romance

CLASSIC range

Cross- Georgian Victorian
windows windows windows Louvre windows

Stable doors  Georgian doors Panel doors  Patio doors 

H15 1-4H15 S1 S2 S3 S7S5

 With classical Georgian windows and doors.
BH7-1 BH7-2 BH7-2-12

BH7-3 BH7-3-9

BH7-4 BH7-4-12 JalousielementBH7-4-24BH7-4-8

BH7-3-18BH7-3-6B3-8HB

B2-7HBBH7-2-4 BH7-2-6BH7-1-3 BH7-1-6 BH7-1BBH7-1-2

BH8-5

BH8-3

BH8-4BH7-3B



The CLASSIC series is particularly suitable for restauration jobs, where the 

old windows and doors must be replaced with new current units, that at the 

same time matches the original building style. Naturally, the CLASSIC series 

is also used for new builds, where the house is designed in accordance with 

older traditional style. 

 The summer house by the harsh west coast is obviously fitted with windows from the 
CLASSIC series.

The Georgian bars create a unique impression,  
giving the house character.

Outrup CLASSIC – Matches traditional building style

19

Louvre windows 

Outrup also manufactures louvre windows.  

A fly mesh in the louvre sash ensures that 

fresh air is all you get into the house.



Outrup
CLASSIC    

Cross windows You see them everywhere, from terraced houses to villas. Once you have decided to 

keep the original style of the house, Outrup CLASSIC is what you need.

 The classic villa has been fitted with new cross windows which preserve and match the style of it.

 Stylish country house with cross windows.

20



Cross windows 
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  Cross windows match perfectly and preserve 
the old style 

 Town house with new windows ensuring lots 
of light into the room.

 Cross windows with Georgian bars alongside the old well maintained brick work create 
natural harmony.

DB8-4-6B DB8-8-12BDB8-6-9B  

DB8-4-5 DB8-5

DB8-2-3 DB8-2-4DB8-2 DB8-4-6DB8-4 DB8-4-10

DB8-6-9DB8-6 DB8-6-15

DB8-2-12DB8-2-10DB8-2-5 DB8-4-8 DB8-4-20 DB8-4-24

DB8-6-12 DB8-6-36DB8-6-30 

DB8-2-3B

DB8-4-6B DB8-8-12BDB8-6-9B  

DB8-4-5 DB8-5

DB8-2-3 DB8-2-4DB8-2 DB8-4-6DB8-4 DB8-4-10

DB8-6-9DB8-6 DB8-6-15

DB8-2-12DB8-2-10DB8-2-5 DB8-4-8 DB8-4-20 DB8-4-24

DB8-6-12 DB8-6-36DB8-6-30 

DB8-2-3B

DB8-4-6B DB8-8-12BDB8-6-9B  

DB8-4-5 DB8-5

DB8-2-3 DB8-2-4DB8-2 DB8-4-6DB8-4 DB8-4-10

DB8-6-9DB8-6 DB8-6-15

DB8-2-12DB8-2-10DB8-2-5 DB8-4-8 DB8-4-20 DB8-4-24

DB8-6-12 DB8-6-36DB8-6-30 

DB8-2-3B

DB8-4-6B DB8-8-12BDB8-6-9B  

DB8-4-5 DB8-5

DB8-2-3 DB8-2-4DB8-2 DB8-4-6DB8-4 DB8-4-10

DB8-6-9DB8-6 DB8-6-15

DB8-2-12DB8-2-10DB8-2-5 DB8-4-8 DB8-4-20 DB8-4-24

DB8-6-12 DB8-6-36DB8-6-30 

DB8-2-3B

DB8-4-6B DB8-8-12BDB8-6-9B  

DB8-4-5 DB8-5

DB8-2-3 DB8-2-4DB8-2 DB8-4-6DB8-4 DB8-4-10

DB8-6-9DB8-6 DB8-6-15

DB8-2-12DB8-2-10DB8-2-5 DB8-4-8 DB8-4-20 DB8-4-24

DB8-6-12 DB8-6-36DB8-6-30 

DB8-2-3B



Outrup
CLASSIC   

Victorian  
windows

 Yellow façade on a conservatory that has had new windows and doors in the classic style.

Traditional - with Outrup CLASSIC you can recreate both village and town idyll.  

The style leans up against proud traditions. The quality is exquisite and lives up to 

present energy demands.

 The appearance is more elegant with the very tall windows creating a beautiful harmony against the 
white painted façade.

 The house sets high demands for the 
windows. The small window holes have narrow 
Georgian bars

22



Victorian windows

 Variation of the traditional cross window.  Zink dormers with matching side hung windows.

 The high quality resists the harsh conditions by the sea.
 The Georgian bars and the expressive light 

create a fantastic atmosphere by the dining table.
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BH7-1 BH7-2 BH7-2-12

BH7-3 BH7-3-9

BH7-3B

BH7-3B

BH8-4

BH7-4

BH7-4-12 BH7-4-24

BH7-4-8

BH7-3-18BH7-3-6

BH7-2B

BH7-2B

BH8-3B

BH7-2-4 BH7-2-6BH7-1-3 BH7-1-6

BH7-1B

BH7-1-2

BH8-5

BH8-3

BH7-1-4 BH7-1-8 BH7-1-4+ BH7-2-8 BH7-2-16BH7-2-8+

BH7-3-12+BH7-3-12 BH7-3-24 BH8-3B
BH7-1 BH7-2 BH7-2-12

BH7-3 BH7-3-9

BH7-3B

BH7-3B

BH8-4

BH7-4

BH7-4-12 BH7-4-24

BH7-4-8

BH7-3-18BH7-3-6

BH7-2B

BH7-2B

BH8-3B

BH7-2-4 BH7-2-6BH7-1-3 BH7-1-6

BH7-1B

BH7-1-2

BH8-5

BH8-3

BH7-1-4 BH7-1-8 BH7-1-4+ BH7-2-8 BH7-2-16BH7-2-8+

BH7-3-12+BH7-3-12 BH7-3-24 BH8-3B

BH7-1 BH7-2 BH7-2-12

BH7-3 BH7-3-9

BH7-3B

BH7-3B

BH8-4

BH7-4

BH7-4-12 BH7-4-24

BH7-4-8

BH7-3-18BH7-3-6

BH7-2B

BH7-2B

BH8-3B

BH7-2-4 BH7-2-6BH7-1-3 BH7-1-6

BH7-1B

BH7-1-2

BH8-5

BH8-3

BH7-1-4 BH7-1-8 BH7-1-4+ BH7-2-8 BH7-2-16BH7-2-8+

BH7-3-12+BH7-3-12 BH7-3-24 BH8-3B

BH7-1 BH7-2 BH7-2-12

BH7-3 BH7-3-9

BH7-3B

BH7-3B

BH8-4

BH7-4

BH7-4-12 BH7-4-24

BH7-4-8

BH7-3-18BH7-3-6

BH7-2B

BH7-2B

BH8-3B

BH7-2-4 BH7-2-6BH7-1-3 BH7-1-6

BH7-1B

BH7-1-2

BH8-5

BH8-3

BH7-1-4 BH7-1-8 BH7-1-4+ BH7-2-8 BH7-2-16BH7-2-8+

BH7-3-12+BH7-3-12 BH7-3-24 BH8-3B



Outrup
CLASSIC   

Georgian windows and doors provide an architectonic expression and class. They are 

known by the narrow elegant bars that allow a lot of light to get through. The bars 

are fitted on the outside and the inside of the energy glass with a spacer between 

the glass. This way it is possible to combine the classic style with the present energy 

demands. The bars are maintenance free as the outside profile is made from alu-

minium.

24

 Windows and doors from Outrup underline the character of the villa.

Width:  20 mm 

25 mm 

40 mm

Georgian  
windows



BH7-1-8P    BH7-2-16P     BH7-3-24P

DB8-2-10P DB8-6-30P

BH7-2-10XP DB8-5-6-14P

XP61-LR2-5KFXP02-LR2-5KF

TH4-4XP

BH7-3-SPEC  BH8-3B-SPEC

DB8-8-40PDB8-4-20P DB8-4-10P

DB8-6-15P

25

 Light, light and more light in the conservatory.  The original bay updated with new windows with 
many elegant Georgian bars.

Georgian windows 

 The window invites the garden inside. Fully restored Georgian villa looks elegant and authentic.
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Low energy glass 
 – ensures optimal energy  

consumption, reducing your  

heating costs

3-point lock 
– efficient against burglaries

Finger jointed wood,  
minimum 90 % heart wood 
– Means that basically all knots, 

sap pockets and other weak parts 

are cut away leaving only the 

good heart wood

Warm edge 
– reduces energy loss around the 

glass in doors, providing optimal 

energy qualities

Solid hinges 
– ensure that the Outrup door 

lasts.

Insulated construction 
– ensures optimal energy  

consumption, reducing your  

heating costs

Aluminium bottom beading

Door step in hard wood  
or aluminium  
– Choose the variation that fits 

you

As standard all doors are delivered 

without locks and handles

The Outrup 
door
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The door is an important 

part of the façade of the 

house. It is what wel-

comes you, your family 

and your guests.

Whether you prefer doors 

matching the building 

style of the house or 

something more daring 

and modern as a contrast, 

you will always find the 

solution at Outrup.

Entrance doors   Stable doors Flush doors Panel doors Side lights 

Patio doors Sliding doors

E9 E9-3 E9-3L E9-6 E9-8 E9-10 E11 E11D E11A E11AD E11A3 E11AD-6 E11AB E12

H15 H15-1-1 H15-2f H15 1-4 H15 2-4 H15 2-4MPH15 2-4P

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

27
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Let the light in 
through the 
door

The Outrup 
door    

Entrance doors

With glass in the door you can let light 

into the entrance hall or the utility room.  

More light means more comfortable 

indoor climate and better view.

 The dark colour on the door creates a contrast 
to the bricks,

 Functional stable door in the summer house,

 Modern times with modern homes – beautiful entrance unit with matching windows.

 Modern build with a front door letting in light,

E9 E9-3 E9-3L E9-6 E9-8 E9-10 E11 E11D E11A E11AD E11A3 E11AD-6 E11AB E12

H15 H15-1-1 H15-2f H15 1-4 H15 2-4 H15 2-4MPH15 2-4P

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

E9 E9-3 E9-3L E9-6 E9-8 E9-10 E11 E11D E11A E11AD E11A3 E11AD-6 E11AB E12

H15 H15-1-1 H15-2f H15 1-4 H15 2-4 H15 2-4MPH15 2-4P

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

Stable doors
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Entrance doors

 Ornament glass lets light in while keeping 
nosy glares out,

 Entrance door with panels.  Simple and stylish door with a small view to 
the world.

 The surroundings are  
mirrored in the large panes of 
glass in the door

E9 E9-3 E9-3L E9-6 E9-8 E9-10 E11 E11D E11A E11AD E11A3 E11AD-6 E11AB E12

H15 H15-1-1 H15-2f H15 1-4 H15 2-4 H15 2-4MPH15 2-4P

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

E9 E9-3 E9-3L E9-6 E9-8 E9-10 E11 E11D E11A E11AD E11A3 E11AD-6 E11AB E12

H15 H15-1-1 H15-2f H15 1-4 H15 2-4 H15 2-4MPH15 2-4P

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

Side lights
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Welcome your 
guests

The Outrup 
door    

Make your guests feel welcome with 

a beautiful and inviting entrance unit 

where the door gives the first impres-

sion before your guests enter your 

home.

 The side light ensures light into the hall.  Use colours – The dark blue fits well with the 
red brick work.

 Entrance unit with a beautiful door surrounded by glass units all around.

 Clean look – Modern house with flush door and 
side light.
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 Symmetrical entrance unit.  The solid appearance from the mocha  
coloured façade is matched by the solid look of 
the door

 Light façade with dark grey door makes the 
impression modern and streamlined.

Flush doors

Design/Flush doors Side lights

E17G-HR-3 E17G-HR-4 E17GS

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

E17 E17D E17S E17DS

D13-1 D13-32

E17GS-22 E17GS-SIL E17S-03 E17SGS

D13-203

E17-SIL E17D-SIL

E17G-HR-3 E17G-HR-4 E17GS

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

E17 E17D E17S E17DS

D13-1 D13-32

E17GS-22 E17GS-SIL E17S-03 E17SGS

D13-203

E17-SIL E17D-SIL

E17G-HR-3 E17G-HR-4 E17GS

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

E17 E17D E17S E17DS

D13-1 D13-32

E17GS-22 E17GS-SIL E17S-03 E17SGS

D13-203

E17-SIL E17D-SIL

E17G-HR-3 E17G-HR-4 E17GS

S7 S8 S9 S10 S6S1 S2 S2-2 S4S1/2 S3S11 S5

E17 E17D E17S E17DS

D13-1 D13-32

E17GS-22 E17GS-SIL E17S-03 E17SGS

D13-203

E17-SIL E17D-SIL
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Say welcome  
in style

The Outrup 
door    

Are you looking for an exclusive and 

elegant look all in one? Outrup matches 

your style and ambitions. The selection 

of doors is wide and includes panelled 

doors with and without side- and fan 

lights.

 Classic panelled door with fan light.  Asymmetric solution with lots of divisions.

 All the details are in harmony on this beautiful entrance unit.

 Functional design in sixties house.
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Georgian/Panel doors

F14-3-4B

F14-5-OS10

F14-4-4 F14-4-6 F14-3-9MP

F14-1-4 F14-1-6 F14-1-9F14

F14-5-6M F14-6-7XP F14-7-6M

F14-2-9SP

F14-3-2 F14-3-3

F14-3

F14-2-2F14-2-1 F14-2-4

F14-3-4M F14-3-4CBP

F14-2-6 F14-2-6M

F14-4F F14-10

F14-1-3 F14D-2-6 F14-4

F14-8

F14D-4-2 F14D-4-2M

F14D-4-6F14D-6* F14D-9

F14D-8

F14-5 F14-6F14-4S

F14-3-4 F14-5

F14D-2-12P F14D-2-9P

F14-3L-4CBP

F14-5-4M-OR-8XPF14D-4-12MP E9-7XP



T9-DBT9D-20M

T9-5

HS10 HS10-18

T9D

T11 T14

T14DT11D

T9 T9-4T9-2 T9-10 T9-15

T9D-6 T9D-8T9D-4

T9-8T9-3 T9-6

T9D-16 T9D-20 T9D-30T9D-12

VD9 VD9D VD9-1-6 VD9-2-12

Open to the 
outside

The Outrup 
door    

Patio doors

 The patio doors are central with access to the garden.

 The black patio door is beautiful against the 
light work.

T9-DBT9D-20M

T9-5

HS10 HS10-18

T9D

T11 T14

T14DT11D

T9 T9-4T9-2 T9-10 T9-15

T9D-6 T9D-8T9D-4

T9-8T9-3 T9-6

T9D-16 T9D-20 T9D-30T9D-12

VD9 VD9D VD9-1-6 VD9-2-12

T9-DBT9D-20M

T9-5

HS10 HS10-18

T9D

T11 T14

T14DT11D

T9 T9-4T9-2 T9-10 T9-15

T9D-6 T9D-8T9D-4

T9-8T9-3 T9-6

T9D-16 T9D-20 T9D-30T9D-12

VD9 VD9D VD9-1-6 VD9-2-12

T9-DBT9D-20M

T9-5

HS10 HS10-18

T9D

T11 T14

T14DT11D

T9 T9-4T9-2 T9-10 T9-15

T9D-6 T9D-8T9D-4

T9-8T9-3 T9-6

T9D-16 T9D-20 T9D-30T9D-12

VD9 VD9D VD9-1-6 VD9-2-12

T9-DBT9D-20M

T9-5

HS10 HS10-18

T9D

T11 T14

T14DT11D

T9 T9-4T9-2 T9-10 T9-15

T9D-6 T9D-8T9D-4

T9-8T9-3 T9-6

T9D-16 T9D-20 T9D-30T9D-12

VD9 VD9D VD9-1-6 VD9-2-12

When the sun is high and you want 

to be outside, or when you just 

want to let air in, the patio door is 

important. Big or small. Simple or 

more advanced. Outrup’s patio door 

assortment matches all needs.
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T9-DBT9D-20M

T9-5

HS10 HS10-18

T9D

T11 T14

T14DT11D

T9 T9-4T9-2 T9-10 T9-15

T9D-6 T9D-8T9D-4

T9-8T9-3 T9-6

T9D-16 T9D-20 T9D-30T9D-12

VD9 VD9D VD9-1-6 VD9-2-12

T9-DBT9D-20M

T9-5

HS10 HS10-18

T9D

T11 T14

T14DT11D

T9 T9-4T9-2 T9-10 T9-15

T9D-6 T9D-8T9D-4

T9-8T9-3 T9-6

T9D-16 T9D-20 T9D-30T9D-12

VD9 VD9D VD9-1-6 VD9-2-12

Sliding doors Harmony door

 A large sliding door with louvre panel.

 The sashes of the Harmony door are aligned with the windows. Elegant lines.

 Open up to the garden.

T9-DBT9D-20M

T9-5

HS10 HS10-18

T9D

T11 T14

T14DT11D

T9 T9-4T9-2 T9-10 T9-15

T9D-6 T9D-8T9D-4

T9-8T9-3 T9-6

T9D-16 T9D-20 T9D-30T9D-12

VD9 VD9D VD9-1-6 VD9-2-12
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The Outrup Harmony door is made with the same sash and frame dimen-
sion as an Outrup window. This enables the horizontal lines of the door 
to be aligned with those of the windows.

The Outrup Harmony door is built and fitted like a window – with window 
hinges and espagnolette.

• Always outward opening – however, can be delivered inward opening  
   for Wood
• The main opener is always fitted with friction brake

• As standard delivered with handle inside



Door handle with plate for home/away  
function.

Patio door handle with thumb turn.

Door handle with inside thumb turn.

Window and patio door handle with key.

For the entrance- and patio doors
As standard the handle sets for entrance doors are delivered with Ruko d12 
locking cylinder and thumb turn inside. Handles for patio doors are available as 
doubles (inside and outside) with inside locking cylinder or thumb turn or inside 
handle with child proof / burglary prevention.

Handles

36

Door handle with Ruko cylinder.

Accessories    



Combi door step  
– also in oak.

Mahogany / Hardwood step. Aluminium step.

Ornament Cotswold. Ornament Matelux.

Hard wood or aluminium
For your new Outrup door you can choose between steps in aluminium or hardwood. 

For outwards opening doors you can choose a combination.

Ornament glass
In some rooms like for instance bath rooms and entrance halls the need for privacy 

requires ornamental glass that allows light to come through without anyone being able 

to see through it. You can choose between Cotswold and Matelux both allowing light 

through.

37

Door steps

Glass
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Pure white Cream Light grey   
RAL9010 RAL 9001 RAL 7035   

Anthracite grey  Swedish red Mahogany brown  
RAL 7016  RAL 8016  

Colours
Outrup’s windows and doors are delivered in a multitude of colours. This is also the 

case if you want units with different colours inside and outside.

We can also paint frame and sash in different colours. Remember that the darker the 

colour the less light the units let through.

The colours may not look exactly like the printed version here.

Colours

Bottle green Jet black  
RAL 6007 RAL 9005  

Outrup reserves the right to change the assortment of colours, accessories and products.
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The genuine 
article Outrup is under Danish Window Certification and as a minimum we live up to the norms 

and standards under The Association of Danish Window Manufacturers technical regulations.

Outrup’s products are also CE approved as documentation for living up to the  

EU Construction Products Directive.

As a member of The Association of Danish Window Manufacturer, Outrup is obliged 

to give 5-year warranty and is covered by a production insurance, that also covers 

independently from Outrup.

Outrup’s products are approved by Danish Energy Label Scheme.

Our suppliers of glass and fittings are also subject to strict demands. This ensures, you 

are getting products, where all individual parts come together to one strong, beautiful 

and functional unit.

www.outrup.dk
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Outrup Windows & Doors A/S
Outrupstræde 31 · DK-7900 Nykøbing Mors ·
Denmark
Phone: +45 96 70 82 00 . Fax: +45 97 74 44 91
E-mail: salg@outrup.dk
www.outrup.dk

The genuine article


